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NAU’S PERSONALIZED LEARNING

Three majors

- Computer Information Technology
- Small Business Administration
- Liberal Arts

Online and self-paced

$2500 for 6-month subscription

General education requirements constructed in a modular fashion to produce six distinct degree paths
40 Course Syllabi broken down by Learning Outcomes

Courses are mapped to each Lesson by the learning outcomes

Competencies identified
LESSON FLOW

Lesson Pretest (One Attempt)

Student passes Pretest with 86% or better

Student must get 86%

Optional Mastery (to go for an A on Transcript)

Student does not get 86% on Pretest

Topic 1, 2, 3,...+

Lesson Posttest (Multiple Attempts)
LESSONS LEARNED

- Extended Campuses vs. Main Campus
- Autonomy in Implementation
- Dedicated Faculty and Staff
- Benefit of developing 3 at Once
- More Buy-In From Campus
- Agility
- Scalability

"If I ignore it long enough maybe it will go away."